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This problem set consists of 2 pages.
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Please make sure that your copy of the problem set is
complete before you attempt to answer anything.

Problem 3(e) is probably the most difficult part of the set. Take
care not to spend to much of your time on 3(e).

Problem 1
Let

A =

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

 .

Use the eigenvalue method to find the general solution of the system

ẋ = Ax.

Problem 2
A nonlinear system of differential equations is given by

(1)

{
ẋ = x+ y + y(x+ y)

ẏ = 3x− y + x(x− y)

(a) Find the critical points of the system in (1).

(b) Linearize the system (1) at (−2, 2). Explain why the system is almost
linear at this point. What can you say about the type of the solution curves
of (1) near (−2, 2) ?

(c) Let A be the matrix of the linearized system in (b). Find the matrix
exponential etA. It is not required that you perform the final matrix
multiplication.

(Continued on page 2.)
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Problem 3
Consider the control problem

(2)

{
max

∫ 1

0
(2x(t) + u(t))e−t dt, ẋ = x− 1

4
u2,

x(0) = 1
2
, x(1) is free, u(t) ∈ [0, 1] for all t ∈ [0, 1].

Assume that (x∗, u∗) is an optimal pair of the control problem.

(a) Use the Maximum Principle to find the adjoint function p of the problem.

(b) Show that

u∗(t) =

{
2e−t, t ∈ [ln 2, 1]

1 , t ∈ [0, ln 2)

(c) Find x∗.

(d) Decide if (x∗, u∗) really is an optimal pair. Justify your answer.

(e) Solve the control problem in (2) with the new terminal condition
x(1) = 5

12
e+ 1

3
e−2 (instead of x(1) is free).

HINT: Show by contradiction that p(t) − 4et changes sign on (0, ln 2).
Then verify that p is strictly decreasing.

THE END


